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In the previous start of the revolutionary, the fundamental person of the silly kid recollects the 

recalled guiltlessness of youth is presently hued in the place of the nightfall sky. It is an image 

made much more nostalgic by the deficiency of all that was related with them‟ (Funny kid 5). Such 

a word coming surprisingly close to the extreme signs what Gobinath (2005:165) contends is 

vantage spotlight of pariah composing, 'One that rouses from the vantage point of outcast a pure, 

intelligent pre-exilic past broke through fighting and separation'. This outcast isn't 

unquestionably at the real space yet as I will fight moreover one this is catalyzed by utilizing 

hostile sexual and gendered character. Selvadurai starts the extremist by familiarizing the 

followers with a series of 'lady' wherein Arjie is rudely educated for expecting to fill the capacity 

of a 'Lady Bride'. This youngsters' liable joy of sexual direction offense is first unmistakable and 

chastised through his cousin, Tanuja (Her Fatness), who even at an energetic age is made aware 

of intercourse occupations inside Sri Lankan culture. She says, "The lucky man can't assist with 

the cooking… Because grooms don't do that." Connell (1996) in her assessment on masculinity 

and sexual direction improvement in universities has fought that since the beginning practices, 

as an occurrence, informative program division, sports and the preparation structure in the aegis 

of an informational premise fortifies an intercourse extremity which Tanuja sees and utilizes 

censure Arjie.But, he's not even girl... A bride is a girl not a boy. She looked around at the other 

cousins and then at me. A boy cannot be a bride, she said with deep conviction.  

A girl must be the bride (Funny boy 11).  

 

The pleasure Arjie takes in playing the bride involves grave alarm for his parents and the grown-

ups. Arjie's uncle Cyril perceives this and cautions his parents “looks like you  have a funny one 

here” (Funny boy 14). His father is further stressed that 'On the off hazard that he turns out 

entertaining like that Rankotwera boy, in the event that he finally ends up being the idiot of 

Colombo' it would be their deficiency for neglecting to check his sex non- congruity. Essentially 

Arjie is moreover restricted from watching his mom dress in her room, a wellspring of splendid 

joy for him and alongside these strains thusly banished from this painstakingly engraved area of 
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sexual orientation play and being forced to enter an extensively more unbending universe of sex 

congruity." And then there would be loneliness. I would be caught between the boy's and the girl’s 

world, not belonging or wanted in either." (Funny boy 39).  

 

Another factor is that, while Tanuja, the cousin is depicted as huge and impacting with masculine 

ascribes her masculinity isn't chastised, rather it's far Arjie's effeminacy which turns into a nation 

of conflict. Snapshot of Arjie's dressing in drag just as his fulfillment in watching his Amma tidy 

up in her sari, a specific considered sexual direction execution is offered (Butler, 1990). According 

to Butler this exhibition is a ton of parodic practices that upset illustrations of the body, 

intercourse and sexuality. The sexual direction play is extraordinary and keeping in mind that 

Arjie's unconventionality disturbs that sex progressive framework, Selvadurai moreover offers a 

couple of various parts of data to accentuate how the intercourse administrative issues abilities 

inside the post settlement. Arjie's amma (mother) for instance is portrayed especially through 

her parenthood, the way that she has her exceptionally close to home organization isn't explored 

through Arjie until he meets Daryl, his mother's previous dear. It is just through this show that he 

knows the initiated idea of Sri Lankan culture.  

 

It’s in like manner interesting to point out that unusualness alone doesn’t upset a piece of the 

sexual direction of the person. Shehan communicates this while he says to Arjie "Don't be a young 

lady" to demonstrate Arjie's inadequacy, drawing in speculations to inclinations of the female 

individual while Arjie is constrained "to turn into a man" (Funny kid 210). what's more, is 

dispatched to Queen Victoria Academy' The Best School of All." While the young lady passes 

dressing and strange space is conflated inside the edge of this clever we had to battle that this 

space of offense and sex execution is moreover seriously drenched while they talk about 

homonormative, a spot which needs furthermore examination.  

 

The area of sexual orientation play likewise takes into account Arjie’s eccentricity and wants to 

be enunciated and specific. Desire right here is actually transformative in the creative mind of an 

acknowledged social space and a way via which Arjie can get better at his 'domestic'. Arjie 

realizes, “I knew something had changed. But how, I didn't altogether now”(Funny boy 39).  

Through this narrative, Shyam Selva Durai in addition builds up a talk on how the nation deals 

with transgressive and unsanctioned dating. This exile or travel from the gap of sexuality and sex 

shadows the specific outcast that Arjie faces in each one of different sections while he comes to 

recognize the limitations forced by intercourse, ethnicity and class.  Arjie's narrative the outlines 

in a microcosm the pressure exchanges of magnificence, sex and sexuality that stamped Sri Lanka 

inside the twentieth century. Inside these war zones of equality and contrast, oneself and the 

other are set apart out. This thing is featured particularly in Arjie's new school Queen Victoria 

Academy.  

 

The creator researches the troubles through Arnie's own family. His additional set up kin Ziggy‟s 

clear homophobia and affirmation of Arjie‟s offbeat learning through his companionship with 

Shehan. Diggy's hopelessness is clarified while Arjie registers his more peculiar requirement for 

Shehan via saying he favored Shehan without questions. By then while further instigated, Arjie 

wasn’t really certain the best approach to communicate this unconventional partaking he had for 

Shehan. Yet, Diggy excusal of this Queer longing and coming about advice to Arjie is responsive of 

the tale of mishap dissatisfaction (de Laurentiis, 1991) that Selvadurai plays with sooner or later 
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of the book.  

 

Homosexuality finds a way ways to pound his male oversaw society and introduced a danger to 

his masculinity. This is shown while he powers Arjie to join up with the Victoria Academy wherein 

'the Academy would compel him to turn into a man" (Funny kid 210). In any case this conversely 

affects Arjie who uncovers and gets the consideration of the more prepared youthful folks at the 

staff 'Who strut close by the rail line strains or on the sea shore, their arms around one each other' 

(Rao, 1997:124).  

 

Not with standing, what's additionally energizing to notice is Arjie‟s individual new development 

and sensations of character. At the point when Shehan first baits Arjie in a parking space at the 

rear of his home, he understands left notwithstanding the way that Shehan had quite recently 

kissed him once already. He can‟t wrestle along with his sexual need and feels repulsed through 

what has undoubtedly happened, but on the grounds that the record propels Arjie knows that 

Shehan's showing transformed into not to degrade him yet become somewhat his exhibit of 

offering his gay love.  

 

This section of the unconventional unmistakably explicit the intersectional  focus of Selvadurai’s 

queer politics. After all the eccentric figure breaks conventional models now not truly of sexuality 

and gender but instead of major frameworks of race, class and ethnicity.  

 

The clever difficulties having a spot and the idea of unconventional pariah that unpredictability 

incorporates it. Arjie knows that his circle of family members could at this point don't perceive 

the idea of his relationship with Shehan and all of the more noteworthy to an incredibly decent 

amount of his bizarreness. Presently he in like manner described shifted to Radha aunt who in 

the end respected the circle of family members, he could not the slightest bit have a region with 

it further. His unusualness meant his differentiation both from his mom and to the bigger ethnic 

and countrywide registers. What had come to fruition among Shehan and me over the past several 

days had changed my dating alongside her until the end of time. I turned into presently don't part 

of my own family in the equivalent manner. I presently occupied a world they didn‟t perceive and 

into which they couldn‟t follow me. (Interesting kid 284-285)yielded to the circle of relatives, he 

could in no way have an area with it further. His eccentricity denoted his distinction both from 

his mother and to the larger ethnic and countrywide registers. What had come about between 

Shehan and me over the previous couple of days had changed my dating along with her forever. I 

became no longer part of my own family in the equal way. I now inhabited a world they didn‟t 

recognize and into which they couldn‟t follow me. (Funny boy 284-285)  

 

Shehan knows around this and at one factor reproves Arjie for his appearinghassle in jumping 

out to himself roughly his person. It is the own family home where Arjie examines his transsexual, 

and maybe drag queen, needs, when playing the Bride. The space of school fills the need of a giggle 

talk on the masculinization inspiration of Arjie's dad since it is here Arjie meets with Shehan and 

leaves upon his sexual examination. The space of the school and his own family get joined when 

Arjie's first indistinguishable intercourse appreciate gets its appearance in the last region, with a 

person who indisputably has a spot with the past, Shehan.  
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Arjie likes his attractive look and body that draw in him towards Shehan. Regardless, he is as 

however unwittingly genuine of his sexuality and its dispute. Of course, Shehan   understands that 

he's a gay. They make a comfortable relationship. Then Arjie starts calling Soyza with the guide 

of his first name, Shehan.  He is perplexed with the Shehan’s kisses extremely  popular and doesn't 

have the haziest idea what to do in his room. 

 

At the point when eventually Arjie welcomes Shehan for supper, the two young fellows like 

substantial pursuing inside the carport during the game mask and look for. From this second Arjie 

comes to perceive that he has abused as far as possible and removed himself from his circle of 

family members until the cows come home.   

 

The fragrance of Shehan on him after their protect going to intercourse Waits at the cutting edge 

of Arjie‟s mind as his family intends to move to Canada. This flawlessness of the experiences with 

Shehan permits Arjie to show up at one more confirmation of repayment about his area as a 

general rule as we comprehend it were race and sex of most extreme importance. His affirmation 

that his darling, Shehan is a Sinhalese makes him cognizant to the followers of his set up tensions 

and his arrangement that he has diminished a piece of the limits that society has set up.  

 

In involving public characters, Selvadurai's Funny Boy puts the odd unfalteringly inside the 

discussion of enthusiasm. The clever forms another postcolonial odd character that is neither 

carelessly western nor a dull backslide to regular practices. The bizarre space of home is broken 

in the novel and is a test to the common conviction frameworks of organizations subject to 

identity, class and nationhood. The arrangement of oddness and erratic characters controls the 

home space to be remolded and redone by unconventional need and subjectivity in non hetero 

normative ways. Wheeling and dealing between different genders more over, sexual characters 

are furthermore about masterminding better places of intensity.  To completely handle the 

significance and the conceivable outcomes or difficulties, that the decision or absence of decision 

of language gives, you need to think about the language of ethnic emergency, yet in addition the 

language of sexuality.  
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